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PREFACE

.--
The problem of non-significant results in educational exppn-

inentation has perplexed researchers for several decades. Two
mistakes are made en connection with such findings. The first is
the mistake of concluding that in fact there are no differences
between the treatments investigated. A non-sigruficane 't or F
statistic does nOt mean that there are no differences. Rather, such
a statistic states that in ituation we arg unable to reject the
null hypothesis! Failure th eject is not the sameas acceptance..
The second mistake is one of advanced planning. There have been
numerous educational experiments conducted In which the
prbbability of observing a real difference was practically nil from
the start, a situation that results from tffe unfortunate choice of
sample size, alpha level and desired mean differences. Kriapp and
Miller have. focused on this problem in their treatment of the
concept, the power of the' test. Educational researchers can
improve their efforts if they willIse the information presented
here by those two astducational experiments are being planned.

William J. Gephart
Director of Research Services

Phi Delta Kappa



I. INTRODUCTION

1

A. Human Decision- aking

One of the most certain, but imperfectly appreciated facts of
life is the uncertain y of human knowledge. The concisions we
draw about the Wild around us are constructed from the data of
experience, assembled it by isolated bit into explanations of (c
how and why things are as they are. We simply do not pdssess the
perceptual equipment for veiifeing the truth or falsity of any
generalization except by *e cumulative weight of highly specific
observations.

As a consequence the etridenZe we gather in the effort to
generate and verify solutions to problems is rarely,- if ever,
deterministic. At best the assurance afforded 'by such evidence is
probabilistit. This means, in ,the absence of certitude, that
preference is accorded to solutions mostcon,sistent with available
evidence and least subject to sinexphcable phenomena. Without
taking_into account every single piece of data relevant to the
adequate solution to a problem, one must always anticipate the
possibility of finding exceptions. of discovering more comprehen-
stie answers, or even of confirming an altogether different ex-* ,
planation.

By the same token it is often difficult to rule out' alternative
explanations completely. The amount or quality of evidence
available to Illuminata the inquiring mind is often iiiconclusive,
providing insufficient basis either for affirming in denying some
explanation categorically. And yet we can rarely allow ourselves
the luxury of equivocation. We must act and make decisiOni; and,
lacking ctrtainty, if we are to act rationally.z we play the odds.

When a physician, for instance, decides upon 'a diagnosis in a
, difficult case, he wejghs the evidence favoring each possible
diagnosis. that a patient -does or does not suffer from a particular
disease, or that the patient is afflicted by one illness rather than
another. The danger of error in *gnosis, prekription, and
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prognosis is always present, no matte? what conclusion the
physician ultimately selects. His responsibility is to select the
alternative that simultaneously minimizes the prospect of, error ti
and maxiniizes the hkelihad of healing or prolonging life. The
doctor finds himself, in fact, silbject to two quite'different but
complementary types of error. When there is suspicion of cancer,
for example, the physician can arnve at one of two diagnoses
that the patient suffers from the disease or that he does not. The.
erroneous diagnosis of malignancy could lead .to unnecessary
endangerment of health and life through medication, radiation
therapy, or surgery. On the other hand, the erroneous conclusion
that the' .symptdrns do not point to 'cancer could result in
surgically preventable metastasis and premature death for the
Ratient.

Clearly The physician wishes to avoid making either type of
error. The trouble is that avoiding one of them is inversely related
to avoidance of the other. In other words, the more tests he.runs,
or the more evidence he demands, or the Conger he waits before
making a definitive diagnosis of illness and initiates treatment, the
greater the 'danger that the ravages of disease will progress
meanwhile to an irreversible sage. The physician will have clung,
too tenaciously to the a priori hypothesis that his patient is not
seriously, ill Yet if the doctor relies on purely superficial or
ambiguous symptoms, he will readily evade tragic delays in
diagnosis, but he may greatly increase the frequency with which

,he mistakenly treats patients for illness
les

they do not have.

The physician's dilemma merely exemplifies, in a context
made dramatic by theimportance of the decision he must make,
the essential peril of the dichotomous decision. Faced with

.deciding between two mutually .exclusive alternatives, supported
e only by inconclusive evidence, the selection of either alternative

' could constitute a mistake. The only reasonable solution to this
dilemma is to ,effect_ an acceptable 'compromise between the
danger of erring in either direction. Thirran . actually be
accomplished only by taking account of a number of factors:

I) Explicit identification of .both'iources of error;
2) Assessinero of the severity or cost of each type o error,

(
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3) Comparison of the cost of making one error against the cost
of making the tither t6 determine which, if either, is mote
tolerable;

4) Specification, as precisely as possible, of how much danger
making either type 'of error Can be tolerated when a

decision is finally made;
5) Control over the inquiry_process in a manner that insures

adhererree to specified error tolerances. 7

B. Scientific Decisioti-making
,

In the natural and behavioral sciences, the testing ocresearch
hypotheses is directly compara8te to the dichotomous deci-
sion- malting *problem of medical diagnosis. When the scientist
'systematically pursues the goal of verifying expectations regard-
ing, for instance, the superiority of one instructional method over
another, the very nature of his evidence imperils any conclusion ti

he might reach. Should evidence -favor the superiority of bne
method, there always lurks in the background the possibility that -

uncontrolled, undetected, irrelevant factors are operating to
produce only the appearance of greater instructional effective-
ness: d'n the other hand,. even should evidence fail to support or

appear to refute the anticipated outcome, the-fault might not lie
with the' anticipated outcome. It could be the result of defects in
the quality of the evidence gathered, or its quantity, or even the
manner of obtaining it.

The purpose of scientific inquty, particularly.the investigative
techniques we characterize as-experimentation, is the acquisition
or extension of knowledge by adherence to formalized proce-
dures that minimize the prospect of reaching erroneous conclu-
sions. Kerlinger (1964) points out that the good. scientific
experiment is designeetomlet the facts, and only, the facts,Speak
for themselves. Ideally this means that such control is exercised
over the sources of error in human judgment that the data, will
actually support a true hypothesis and will not suggest that an
erroneous one is true. ,

By .using highly refined and time- tested methods c-if inquiry,
science seeks lo neutralize extraneous or irrelevant fa'ctorg that

0



commonly contaminate more casual methodi of acquiring knowl-
edge. In pursuit orthis ideal, investigarefs are confronted, more
often than not, with the task of gathering, organizing, synthesiz-
ing, evaluating, aneinterpreling in unwieldy array of evidence.'
Even relatively simple prOblems would defy experimental
solution were it not for the susceptibility of the data of empirical
science to quantification. The ability to summarize his obstry a-

.tions in the form of measurements places a .powerful analytic
tool statistical inference in the hands of the scientist. '

II. STATISTICAL INFERENCE

As we've noted, to produce an acceptable diagnosis the
physician must evaluate the symptoms he observes against
diagnostic alternatives. The data of science are weighed statistical-
ly for their comparative consistency with certain hypotheses,
plausible alternative solutions to scientific questions. To accom-.
plish this purpose there is available a wide range of statistical
techniques classified in general as hypothesis-testing procedures.
These methods enable us to determine th,e likelihood that the
'laws of chance alone suffice to account for the occurrence of
some event. Statistical analysis would indicate, for example,
that the emergence of a seven on ten successive throvis of the
dice at the gaming table- has a very low chance expectancy.
Quite logically the gambler would be disinclined to attribute the
event to chance and would favor the suspicion that the dice were
loaded. Similarly we might disdover statistically th ,At thp differ-
ence in learning rates associated with different instructional
methods is. too great to- readily attribute to fortuitous, non-,

instrtxtional aspects of pupils' 1m-fling experiences. If the
findings had bee correctly enticipated, then the investigator
could claim ately to have "confirmed" his hypothesis
favoring- the effectiveness of one method over the other.

These simple examples point to the essential property of the
hypothesis-testing modtl. Scientific hypotheses are not validated
or invalidated in and of themselves. They are confirmed or
disconfirmed orgy in a 'relative sense, i.e., relative to some explicit

8
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alternative, som_e competitive hypothesis. Statistically the investi-
gator did not compar two' teaching methods in the example just
cited; he compared two hypotheses. This distinction is a crucial
one. Failure to recognize its impfilitions hal Itsulted in a
widespread practice of 'doing only half the job'that a scientific
experiment is capable of accomplishing. ,

A. Null and alternative hypotheses

Conventionally, in the course ,of his investigation, the scientist
identifies two 'mutually bxclusive hypotheses: one called the
,alternative hypothesis (H1), which he is inclined to believe will ..
stand; and one called the mill hypothesis (lo)'which he is inclined
to disbelieve. The statistical comparison of tht.null and alterna-
tive hypotheses results in nothing more or less than a' simple
probability statement the degree to which 'a phenomenon, such
as the difference observed betiveen two learning rates, would be
expected 'to occur purely by chance. However, the scientist':
principal task is to choose between H0 and HI. 4

r
B. Significance and Type IError

In relation to that task the statistical probability statement can
be interpreted as the likelihood of making an error when the null
hypothesis is rejected and the alternative accepted. For example,
if this probability is found to be -.03 (3%), and- the investigator
decides to place his trust in the alternative. hypothesis that the
learning rates do differ as a result of different methdds of

'instruction, he runs a 3% risk of error. Such an error is known as
Type I Er+.

In order to decide between the null and the alternative, the
rbsearcher must have a decision rule, a policy for determining
when to side with. HI. He selects some small value, Ordinarily 5%
or 1%, as the risk of Type I Error that appeari, under the
.circumstances, to be reasonable or tolerable. This risk is com-
monly called the "level of significance" in statistical jargon' and is
designated by 'the Greek letter alpha (a). In effect, when the

, probability of committing Type I Error is found to be as small as
the risk an investigator is willing to take, he rejects -the null

9
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hypothesis and accepts the' alternative hypothesis, That is, he
attributes hip findings not to the operation of chance but to the
systematic influence of factors associated with the alternative
hypothesis.

, . /
st

When and if his observations lead the researcher to (eject the
null hypothesis (Ho) there is, of course, cause for rejoicing. The
evidence favors the solution he has formulated ,to a scientific
problem. liSut let us suppose, as is almost universally true, that the
investigator has been satisfied with designing, a study that
cautiously guards only against the commission of Type I Error.
Suppose, further, that the outcome of the data analysis does not
permit the rejection of the mull hypothesis, i.e., that the
predetermined "level of significance" is not attained, so 'mat
adherence to the alternative hypothesis would entail an unaccept-
able risk of Type I Error. Does' this rigorous control against

interpreting chance events_as experimental effects provide any
insurance against attributing real experimental effects to chance?
Unfortunately, but emphatically, it,does not. Evidence that Ho is
not supported by the data does, indeed, enhance the credibility
,of HMS failure to reject does not make it credible, or give
cause for rejecting the credibility of H1. It would:for example,
be flirting with disastef for a physician to reject the diagnosis of
cancer in the face of some, but not 'all, of the positive clinical
signs. of the disease. Similarly, failure to find the evidence
respired to confirm the superiority of one instructional method
over another does not refute its superiority. Both these instances
exemplify a basic principle of scientific inquiry, indeed -of
inductive reasoning in general. Failure to confirm -any hypothesis
does not constitute evidence against it. There is a huge difference
between knowing that something is not true and not knowing
that it is true.

1*

C. liVrypel I Error and the concept of power ?

In limiting his susceptibility to Type I Error thrOugh specifica-
tion of a stringent level of statistical significance, the scientist
buys protection awing' false claims to the discovery of new
explanations. When the criterion of significance (ct) is not
satisfied and the alternative hypothesis is unconfirmed, however,
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the issue remains essentially unr
May have the opAoh of deferring
beconie available. At worst,.consi
may require him to relinquish his
case it remains not only possible but

, (Hi) is true but unsupported by the
' If H1 is, in fact, true, an error of th

has been committed. Typically, when results do not satisfy the
criterion of significance, the experient is regarded as a failure.
As Campbell and Stanley (1963) point out, experimental, failures
of this kind are more to be expected than experimental successes.
This should be cause for neither surprise n
formulation of acceptable solutions to s
more difficult}han formulating erroneous
tions. Hoirefel, it is unfortunate that failu

7
solved. At best, the investigator
final judgment until more data
aerations of practical necessity

esearch hypthesis. tn either
lausible that the alternative
utcome of the experiment
cond kind (Type II Error)

r discouragement'. The
ious problems is far
or incomplete solu-

'to confirm hypo-
theses has become equated with experimentaY failure. An experi-
ment truly fails, only if it fails to exten the horizons of
knowledge.

'

If one could be reasonably confident ffia't die earch hypothesis
remains uncOnfirmed because it is actually fa , the goals of
science (if not the investigator's goals), would be f Ifilled..In other

' words, in experiments designed to promote imultaneously
confirmation or elimination of H1 never fans. uch a study
contributes to knowledge by, 'proposing and s porting an
acceptable solution to a problem, or by discoveri g' that the
solutivadvanced is inadequate: Eithei way the inves 'gation is a
productive enterprise.

There is, however, only one way that an experiment can
constitute such 'a two-pronged attack on ignbranbe. It must not-
only contro14-Type I Error; it must also control Type II Error.
First, it is necessary Ito face squarely the question of the risk
involved in making a Type II Error: how serious attistake is ij to
iscrilx the results'o
(HO), when the inv
accurate one? Wha
diagnosing a malign
Are odds of 9 to 1
acceptable? Or mu

an investigation to the chance hypothesis
stigator's explanation (Hi) is actually an
'odds does the physician require against
t tumor (H1) as some lesser 'illness (fie

allowing a 10% probability cif,Type II Error,
he be more cautious, demandkC4etter odds



8
(e.g.; 999, to I) and a -lower risk of error (e.g., 0.1%)? If he is to
retain the confidence-of his patients, they respect-othis colleagues,
and his license to practice, his preference had better be for strong
'safeguard against Type II Error. On the other hand, the'
consequenctssof failing to verify the superiority of individualized
,residing instruction may not be so dire.A 10% risk of abandoning

- a successful innovation may be acceptable, if e conventional
method already fn use is known to be reasonably e fective.

In rEaPplication of statiOcal hypothesis-testiiig procedures it
is possible to pace restraints upon the commission of Ype H,
Error, just as it is possible to limit susceptibility to Type t Error.
The ,risk of making a Type II_Error is designated by the Greek
letter beta '(3), And, like the level of significance' (a), it ,

represents a simple probability statement the probability of
failing to reject an erroneous null hypothesis. Statistical power.
(14) is a, correlative concept indicating the probability., of *
'rejecting,an erroneous null hypothesis in favor of an alternative
hypothesis. The physician must ordinarily demand great power of
his Atiagnostic decision in cases where failure to discover a serious
illness (Type 11 Error) miBli endanger life.

Power must also be high in pharmaceutical experiments in
order to evaluate the side effects of medicinal drugs. fn- Europe
the disastrous effects of prematurely marketing the tranquilizer
thalidomide is a classic example of the implications of experi-

', mental- .power. Failure to reject the safety of the drug during
pregnancy and'. to discover its damaging effect upon the fetus
MI) was a costly Type II 'Error. Had more extensive research
been undertaken, requiring uneventful consumption by a larger
number of subjects, power would ha;ie increased, failure to detect,
fetal damalie might have been avoided2and the"drug might never

4 have been erroneously judged safe for dist ributiOn.

Though. Type II Error in educational and psychological
research is rarely accompanied by the danger of such gregt and
irreversible effects, the difference is one of de-gree rather than
Lind. The siriotioness of the potential error determines how nwch
power is necessari.1 But any e peimient designed without
specifying a level of poAier propottional` twit ncLessit): is

1 2
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inherently wtak. Let us suppose that the level of power to bb
required in an educational experiment comparing the effect
of televised instruction and programmed instruction has been
'defined. And let ifs suppose, for purposes unique to this investi

that the level is a very'demanding one for a learning
experiment (Power -....99).,What factors influence the attainment
of desired power? They aretfour: 1) the signifticance level or risk
of Type I Error that is deemed tolerable; 2,the difference
between the two treatment-population means on 'the. learning
criterion; 3) the variance in' the population on the learning
criterion; and 4) the nuner of subjects in each of The treatment
gronpi. The selection and attainment of some preferred level of
power requires-that' each of these four vdlues be specified in
advance..

The choice of significance level is, or should be,- a prudential
judgment based on assessment of the conseqUences ofcommitting.'
a Type I Error. The more severe the impact of erroneously
rejecting the null, the more rigorous the level,of significance must

Th9 smallest .difference' between means that' would be of
interest to the investigator ['mist be, selected. This represents the
precise definition) of a ,very specific alternative hypothesis. It
should'be noted that the' exerciseof control 'over statistical power

.precludes the formulation of the more conventional, non-specific
alternative hypothesis. Neither the so-celled "two-tailed" alterna-
tive (i.e., that the mean difference does not equal ,zero), nor a,.,

"one-tailed" hypdthesis (i e., that the mean-difference favors one c.

treatrtient over the other) is sufficient. All,.pther iongsbeing
equal, the power of the decision ,to, accept or re:rect the null
hypothesis is directly affected by variation in the difference
between means.

Power is sensitive, however, not only to differences between
means, but to variation in perforn Along individuals as well.
The wider the range of ormance to be found on the
experimental criterion variable, the greater the danger of commit-
ting Type II Error. It is therefore, necessary, by rational or
empirical means, to anticipate the extent of individual differences

5



-10
(the variance) characteristic of-the criterion measure.

Finally, variations in sample size also affect the, power of
inference. However, when-desired levels of power and significance
have been pre-selected, and when a mean difference, worthy of
the investigator's interest has been define,d, and when a reason-

. able variance estimate i available, then the number of experi-'
mental 'subjects needed is no longer free to vary. In fact, the most
feasible method for bringing Type LP Error under control is to
calculate and select' exactly that number of subject's required to
satisfy thOse conditions.

III. AN ANALOGY AND AN APPLICATION

In a- jury trial the guiding (null) hypothesis is that the
defendant is innocent until judged guilty.*Jf at the conclusion of
a trial the defendant is not judged to be guilty, i,e. the null

. hypothesii iS not rejected, there ar,f two possible, explanations:.
(1) the defendant is in fact innocent, i.e. the null hypothesis is

, true; or (2) the defendant is in 'fact guilty.,but an error (Type II)
in tudgment has been made, i.e. a false null hypOthas has been
*retained, because of insufficien t Or: incenclusive-evidence.

Similarly, in experimental 'educational research the guiding
(null) hypothesis is that there is no difference between (among)
the exprental treainients. 'If at the conclusion of the eir,peri--
ment o a the treatmrts is not judged to be better than the

-UtIret(s), i.e. the, null hypothesis is nbt rejected, there are two
possible explanations: (1) the treatments are in fact equally
effective, i.e. the null hypothesis is true;, or (2) one of the
treatments.,is in fact better than the other(s) but an .error (Type
11) in judgment has been made, i.e. a false null hypothesis has
been retainer& because of' insufficient evidence (sample size too
small. reliability of the dependent variable too low, etc.).

. *De expression. "innocent* until proven guilty" is used more
often, but "proof' it; any absolute sense is impossibato establish
in a jury trial or, inApttimental educational research.

14
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What is the relevance of power to both a these situations? For

the Jury trial, society, through its representatives (the prosecuting
and defense attorneyt, the judge, the jury) must decide, before
the trial begins, what risks it is wlllin to assume as far as both
Type I Error (declaring as gbilty an innocent defendant) and
Type II Error (declaring as innocent a guilty defendant) are
concerned, and act accordingly. It must choose a decision-making
pnicedure (trial) with appropfiate_ power (by considering a large
amount of evidence in a long trial; for example, if both errors are
vary Serious and equally serious, and if a fine discrimination
between guilt and. Innocence must .be made). For expefimental
educational P research, the scholarly community, .through Its
,representative (the researcher) must decide, before the experi-
ment begins, what risks It is willing to assume as far as both Type
I Error (declaring as different equally effective treatments) and
Type H Error (declaring as equal differentially ,effective treat- r

4 mats), and also. act accordingly. It must also choose,a decision-
making piocedu:e (significance test) with appropriate trowe'r (by

.draiiing a large mciiplkof subjects and using preeisemeaiuring
instruments, for eikriple, if both errors are serous, and if a
rather: fine 'discrimination between qu 1 effectiveness and superi-
;trity must be made). .

4 .

Table, 1 explores, step by step, the parallels between a jury
, trial and an experimental educational research investigation into

the problem of the relative effectiveness of do teaching methods,
,e.g'televised instruction 'programmed 'instruction, for a parti-
cular unit of a course ht, 'say, secondary school (tenth grade)
biology.

I7
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Table 1: Analogy ,Between Jury Trial and

tapir linental Research

Jury Trial r i.xperimenial Research

J

Null hypothesis: The defendant r.
innocent.'

I In tin. .it televised
to.trot two and program-
md imartit ligis are equally,
effective:
i.e.\ Pr =

of = = 0

Alternative' -typo- The defendant
thesis: guilty.

Is On the average, televised
Instruction is ten points
more effectit4 than pro-
gra m med* instruction:
I.e. pr = 10

Risks Type I ( a 1 lioth errors, viz.
and Type II ( a) deciding that an

innocent person is
guilty (Type I Er-

.- roe) and deciding
that a guilty person
is innocent (Type it
Error). are very

.<4. , serinis and equally
serious. Therefore
both a and 0
should be equally
small.

Moir:

The cost of making a Type .

Error, viz.'d,eciding that,.
one method is better than
the other when in tact they
are equally effectlievls not -
substantial, but the-coat of
making a Type,Il Erkor is,
viz. 'deciding that 'these,
methods are equally effec-
tIve.when in fact televised
instruction Is actually
better. Therefore 13 should

smaller than a, say .01
as comparedsto .05, neces-
sitating the choice of a

tsIgnificivice test, (one-
tailed). with poivert 12 .19
( =1.15).

Selection
site:

of simple The only way tq
keep 3 Jed 15

equally small Is to
have a large N, I.e.
to collect a large
amount of evidence
and conduct a long
trial.

See Figure.1 and sSN
calculations in teat.

"%char (,1961) and most present-day liberals argue that deciding that an
liniment person is guilty Is * much more serious error (Type I). We find it
difficult to make sucks- a value judgment.

16



.0 AStat4tic The difference
be tween the . eti.
dente In support of
the defendant's guilt
and the evidence in
support Ibis in.
nocence.

13
' The difference'between the

meal) scores, the TOUS
for two inapendent ran-
domly - assigned samples.

Decision rule: . If all jurors agree
. that guilt has been

established, reject
Ho; otherwise, ,re-,J
tain (such a
decision is often
gased, Conscrboly
or 'unconscioutly,
on the probability
of the association,of
tttb defendant with
the ' conditions. of
thesrime.*)

4

. If the difference between
the sample means is greater
than 4.14, reject H0; other-
wise, retain H0. (The pro-
bability of tatie difference
greater than 4.14 is less

,than .05 if H0 is true and is
greater than .99 if H1 is
true.)

This point is illustrated in the following eample taken from Kingston
(1P65a).:

Consider ... the ' following hypothetical case. An International
courier, carrying a brief case cuffed to him, in which was carried a
considerable amount of money and some secret documents, was
murdered in London. The brief case was ripped open and the
contents taken. The only evidence found by, the investigating
authorities was a latent fingerprint on the brief case that could only
have been left by the perpetrator. It is calculated that the
probability of the ridge pattern shown by the latent print occurring
by chance on any one person is about 1/(3X109). The latent print is
filed with an international police record office after an otherwise
unsuccessful investigation: Every fingerprint filed coming to the
attention of this office is compared with the latent print. One year
after the crime, such a routine comparison turns up a fingerprint
card which contains an jmpression area matching the latent print.
This card was made from a person applying for a job in Washington
D.C. He is immediately arrested a id-tharged with the. crime.
Considering that the above probability calculation is accurate, what
is the chance that the above accusation is in error, where the latent
print is the only evidence that can be used?

17
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The principal problem is one. of solving for the N (assuming

equal sample sizes for the two groups) which is such that the
point marked "X" (Figure 1) cuts off 5% (=a ) of the area in the
right-hand tail of the null distribution and 1% of the area in the
left-hand tail or 'the alternative distribution, i.e. (assuming

normality for both sampling distiibutions) znull =, 1.616 and
zalt. = -2.327. The standard error for each distribution (assuming
equal variances) is givel by

+ a2 = 202 = 1.4140 The required
N N

calculations proceed as follows:

Fluff distribution) 0 =. 1.645 4- X = 2.326a

1.414q
NiTsi

"it
.

'alternative distribution) X - 10'= 4-X =1-3.290a+ 10 (2)

1.414a ,
NTTNI

t:ivating,the two exptessions for,X we have:

-3.290a + 10 = 2.326-0

VTC-1

or -3.2900 + 10,/ N =

or 10\7-17 = 5.616a

111'

or V-1717- = .562a

N (.5620)2 = 316d2
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Suppose that the dependent variable to be measured at the

conclusion of the experiment A the performance of each subject
on the Tt on Understanding Science (TOUS). The manual for
that test ( ooley and Klopfer,, 1961) contains the information
that for a normative sample of 1055 tenth-graders tlye standard
deviation is 7,66 (the test contains 60 multiple-ch itelps).
Substituting this value mto the expression for N we hay

N = , :316 (7.66)2 = .316 (58.68)
= 18.54 or approximately' 19 subjects per treatment

group*

The value of X (the "critical" obtained difference between the
means for the two samples) is fpund by substituting in equation

(
(1), or equation (2), as follows:

X = 2.326(166)

19

`4.14

or X = 3.290(7.66) + 10'

Ni77

=

Thus, in order to reject the null hypothesis at the .05- level of
significance and the ..99 power level when,. the 'Investigator-
hypothesizeS,a ten-point difference between means on a variable
typified by a standard deviation of 7.66, the optimal number of

*The word "subjects" is used here in its most general sense, i.e.
observations. The experimental unit may be an individual person,
a classroom, a 4chool, or what-have-you. Furthermore, the
subjects may be !run" one-at-a-time or as an interacting group.
Neither of these matters affects the statistical,determination of N
but both are of critical importance in the interpretation.of the
data and the generalizability of the results.
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° subjects in each 'of the groups is 19. Moreo-er, when these
conditions are satisfied, the null hypothesis would, m fact, be
rejected far an observed difference of 4.14 or larger. In other
words, if the difference between the o methods were truly 10

'1.criterion points, an observed diff rence. of 4.14 would be
sufficient to prevent the Type I Err rate from exceeding 5% and
to prevent the Type II Errol' rate fr exceeding 1%.

- Even if the alterriative hypothesis is non-specific (e.g,
pp 0 0, ut pp >(), or tir pp < 0) and/or the population
standard deviation is unknown, One can solve for N by using an
approximation procedure chie to Cohen .0969) which is also
found in the recent' elementary statistics text prepared by

,.*Welkowitz, Ewen, and Cohen (1971). All the researcher need do
is specify a relative "effect size" kthe ratio of a meaningful
difference to the standard deviation of the dcpendent variable)
which would be "too good to miss" and use the tables which
Cohen has compiled tb find the N. that does the job. For our

° 'example, if we were interested in detecting a large" effect
(Coheo's Y = .80) we would firicf (Welkowitz et al., .1971, p.

' 199) that:

N' = 2 (A)2 ( 6= 3.97 for cc= .05;lbne-tailed,
and power 4.99)*

/Po( )2

2 (4.96)2

2 (24.60).

49.20 or approximately 49 subjects per. Areatment group

For a "small" effect, Y = .20 and N would be
787 per group); for a 'medium" effect, Y =
about 126 per group. 4

.large (about
and N would be

*6 is a measure which combines the significance level and the
power level.

$')

20
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Finally, in the unfortunate event that one is "stuck" with a

"grab sample" of subjects which may be more or less, than
optimal in number, one cart at least determine the power for the

N" and discover If experimental conditions actually
provide reasonable protection against Type II Error. Supposethat
the total pool of subjects consists of 30 students (15, per. ,

treatment group) and we want to test the null hypOihesis against
the same specific alternative hypothesis of a ten-point difference
in favor, of televised instruction, with a= 7.66 and a =.05. From
equation (i)'on page 14 we have

X 2:326f7.661

V =
4.60

".

Substituting fills in the
from page 14: .

41:4601,4-7.6160) =

AFT5

A z of 1.93I% cuts off
dIstribution.Therefore t3 =

initial forniulation,for equation (2)

I a

.931 p

the left -hand lull of the noimal
and power = .97:

IV. WHERE IIAS ALL THg POWER GONE?
-

. 'The -two -most frequently referenced statistics books in the
contemporary experimentsl research literlture of education and
psychology are those by Winer (1962) and Hays(1963): Both
texts contain excellent discussions of very slniple procedures for

-"detemining the Ippropriatisample size.(Wor a desired level of
-atanitical power (1 -0), given a specific alremative hypothesis
' (lb) of interest and significance level (a) chosen to test the null
hypothesis (110). As Chandler (1957) so aptly pointed out, power

"...11* basic concept responsible for one's employing statistical .

testsls tn. basis for taking action on an H(ypothesis)." If power.
were of no consequence we could adopt the arbitrary convention

4
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of rejecting a hndomly selected 5% of all pull hy'potheses.
,

1.,

However,, aside from an occasional rationalization of failure to
confirm some pet alternative 10 the null, consideration of plower
is conspicuous by its absence from researchdiscussions. Inhsti-
gators continue to carve Out_ mean-difference tests on as many
handy subjects ,as they can liw they hands on and feasibly
accomniodate. . -

_,

. ,. .

Why has, this apparently crucial ,aspect of the hypothesis-
testing approach Jo statistical inference beer' so consigently

),
ignored? . .. .

I. The cynic would claim that rejecting Ho, whether it be titre
or false, hast,6ecome a matter of personal survival. Power must
succumb tw-more important considerftions such as finding
significant differences, breaking into print, and obtaining salgry
incfeaset and promotions. We reject this accusation, 'perhaps'
naively, since we take.a more optimistic view Of the dedication of
behavioral selen tists' to the .advanctiment of knowledge.

2. The defeatist would , argue that the combination of high
.

power and a stringent significance level requires a prohibitively
large N. For any HI that slightly from the null, this is
true. Yet ill literature contains -ixamples of 'research studies

whereinvestigators have qsed more subjects tlian wotild be
necessary to strike -'an optimal balance among power, statistical"
significance, and meanirigful differences. Such studies ignore the
implications that power holds for sample sir, permit variations in
sample size to govern the statisticat-deciiion, and, as a conse-
(pence. sacrifice relevance on the/altar of significance.

.3., The scholar would say that most invistigatcks fail to
appreciate the hypothesis-testing model in general and the matter
of power in particular. Witness the virtual, boycott of power

An analysis, of ten of the most popular' books on research
methods reveals that Best. Borg. Kerlinger, Mouly, Sax, Travers,
and VanDalen devote noltpace:-Wiersma devotesaess than a page;
Ilelenstadter allots three pages; and Fox gives fifteen pages to the

..gonsideration of power.

44-
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1
concepts by texts devotedto the princirdes ofiesdarch design nd
the conduct, of scientific inquiry,* despiwthe clarity of pres ta-
tions bN-Winer And Hays, an4 despite the penodic emerge e of

'concern about the 'susceptibility of decision-making behavioy, to
Type 11 Error (e.g., Cohen, 1962, Kennedy, 1970). Failure to
comprehend the simple notions associated with power and
sample-size determilation is not at all cons scent with widespread
evidence of increasing sophistication in the ,complexities of
analysis of covariance, multiple discnminant analysis, etc. Many

. instructors, it is true, hesitate to talk about poweirin introductory
stattics courses,* feanng that students might find it too dificult.
Instructors in more advanced courses** may assume, on the other
hand; that the notion of po'wer is already part'of their students'
statistical repertoires.

4. The rigid ,empiricist would adopt the view that 'poilver is
itself an object of inquiry rather that a legitimate topl of efficient
experimenlardesign. He would label "unscientific" the a pilbri
specificatr& ibf a diffefence that satisfies some criterion of
practical signifi ce. He might even be perturbed by the use of
an estimate 3f th mon population variance drawn second-
hand from existing inf,rmation sources. A 'p ilot study at the,very
least, perhaps even' an eVensive preliminary sampling survey, are,

.*Thi !limber of pages voted to power in ten of the most
popular introductory states ics texts is as follows: Blommers and
Lindquist, 14; DoWnie an Heath, 0; Edwards' - Statistical
Analysis, 2;*Fergusdr, 0, Gan sand Klare, 0; Garrett, 0; Guilford
- Fundamental Statistics in\Psychology and Education, 14;
Popham, 1; Tate, 1, and Walke and Lev - Elementary Statistical

-Methods, 8.

**In surveying ten texts which Clan best be described as either
advanced or intermediate in difficulty, power received page
allottments as follOws: Cooley and Lohnes, 0; Edwards -

ExperiMental Design in Psychological Research, 5; Glass and
Stanley, 6; Hays, 11; Lindquist - Design and Analysis of
Experiments in Psychology and Education, 0; Marascuilo, 23;
McNemar, 2; Walker and -Lev :Statistical Inference, 7, Wert,

_Neidt, and Ahmann, 0; andWtner,4.

23
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under most circumstances, an investigator's best recourse in the
sea' c h for accurate parameter, estimates. Yet experience suggests
that the choice of, a logical, realistic alternative hypothesis and a
reasonable estimate of the population variance can often be ba'sed

--3m- other considerations. This matter is pursued further in our
concludingoncluding remarks.

5. The Bayesian would suggest that the people who use the
hypothesis-testing model have noireal faith in its applicability to
behavioral research. Consequently,. ,they do a sloppy job of
irnplementing it. This appears, in some respects, the most
convincing and insightful conjecture. The hesitance with which
implications and conclusions are extracted from observed results
betrays a woeful lack of trust either in the research results
themselves or in the strength of the hypothesis-testing model as a
framework for inquiry The r ctance of the practicing educator
or psychologist to take senou ly the implications of experimental
findings, farther minrors the researcher's own skepticism. The
simple fact of the nutter is that tlie hypothesis testing mqdel is a
dichotOmousqlecision-making model. Its user goes "all the way".
with it, or .he cripples it, Essential components of the model
include. a) two,,, explicitly defined hypotheses (Ho and Hi); b)
explicit knowledge or reasonable expectations regarding sampling
distributions; and c) commitment to accept and act upon the
conclusion mand ed by the statistical decision Perhaps there are.
very few impor nt problems in education and psychology which
lend thentselve to rigorous focus onjhe dic otomy: "reject Ho
'or reject III ",We'doubt it. But if such is the ase, then pretense

c.:, shoUld he iba cloned in favor of other mode .

o'

:Y. CONCLUSION

-What is thi: 'prescription for salvaging the hypothesis-testing
model in those situations for which it is the appropriate
procedur ' At the.very least, it would appear, the power
cakulait n*must become as integral a concern in the experimental
prmesi; ts' the significance test itself. The complementanty of
I) pc I and II errors should be sufficient cause for at least
ackini%% edging the problem of power far more frequently. It is,

r
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afte° ally the scientist's responsibility to mi imize error -- any
err . The prevalent kreoccupation with the voidance of Type I
Err it bespeaks a _commendable concern foi the integrity of
Icn wledge by subjecting H1 to tigorous tests against Hp.
Y the cause of science may be prejudiced far more gravely

...,

in the long run by the erroneous, and perhaps permanent,
a andonment of a true H1/. By its very nature the incorrect
r jection of Ho invites ultimate expiSsure. Type 11 Error, however,

more likely to escape detection. Nonetheless, we would not
dvocate improving power at the expense of string7nt sigNificance
evels. The ideal experiment is both powerful and rigorous.

'It is possible to.achieve any desired power level in conjun an
with a specified significance level by controlling the number of
$xperimental observations to be taken. mean - difference
research, the control of po \yer through sample size determination ,
depends upon the specification of a difference in magnitude that
is meaningful, together with an estimate of the common. ,\:.
population variance for the dependent variable.

1

/

There appears to be a curious relubtance in tile behavio al
_sciences to take responsibility for specifying how large a
difference will be regarded as a meaningful difference. Per s
the attitude persists because concern for meaningful differ es
hints at a utilitarian view of science, or because a a p on
specification of valued outcomes appears wanting in sc tific
objectivity. Whatever ,,the reason, however, the test orst tical
significance has emerged as the major arbiter of t value
attached to phenomena observed in behavioral resea c Yet
within both basic and applied fields the interest ue of

6 experimental outcomes surely vanes (to some degree t least)
with the absolute magnitude of the differences obS rv, d. Rare
trivia are no less trivial \than the gardep vaiiet

/

// ./
,The abundance of anecdotes about t en ancement of

inconsequential outcomes by the artifice of increas n sample size
attests to the nce0 for non-statistical Cnteria foi vhluating the
importance of rese ch results The, susceptibi It of statistical
inference to the varies of sample size is, in i self, grounds for
dismissing statists I significance as the sole cr tenon of substan-

`,25
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five iritpOrtala Prisumably the competent researcher does have
at least an ,appreciation of his field 'or discipline sufficient to
differentiate 'trivial from nom-trivial differences. If, he can not
evaluate a hypothetical difference in the light. of his theoretical
constructs or in.relation to prevailing profonappractice, there
is faint hope for4tis ability to niterpreobservekdifference.
The real "lay of the significance test is the assurance it can
provide that ence supporting some. interesting alternative to
Hp is, at the.same time, a nod-chance event;

-

. De terin' ining in advance the bide/ off magnitude that would
distinguisli an uninspirin di ience from an exciting one offers
two important adva g Besides facilitating advanCe control '
over Type II Etro tole nce, the prpcedure effectively excludes

.
from the region of r ,Jection differences too small to be of i
mtergst. The net pifecf is reasonable assurance of rejecting the
null whet' the observed difference i as large as the appropriate
predetermined value and avoidance of the embarrassing reipOns-

ibility for continuing plausible conclusions and implications from
inconsequAtial, but statistically significant, result's.

Estimation pf the common population variance is alp empirical

problem one that is more tractable'than is generally believed.

40'.. Many studies employ instruments about which a great deal is
IF, already knOwn. Large' numbers of published tests that have

achieved-pOpularity -as research instruments provide normative
data based on large and reasonably representative, standardization

pies. Many other 'research studies use unpublished measure,s___.t.-------".
th have been used before and for which there is available a. p
rou proximation to the populltion variance: And, finally,
responsib research which employs newly designed intruments
will make provision for the acquisition of reliability and validity
data that urclude the variance estimate required for the power
calculations. It would tie unfortunate to *ore such rich sources .. ' t

of information simply because they were not produced with the .
explicit Intent of facilitating the control or evaluation, of

Cstatistical power iir, even worse. because they were not,a product
""'..:of the investigator's own effbrts. Aclinp ,leclgitig dependencY on

external sources of relevant statistical Input might4IFinually `1

contribute toiiminishing the fragmentation so characteristic of
, - .

toir 26
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research products in the behavioral sciences. Present custom,
characterized by emphasis on the uniqikess of an author's
contribution, tends to weaken, rather than strengthen, the
continuity of science and the relevance of new discoveries.

Given the importance of statistical power to the utility and
integrity of difference testing as a decisive contributor to the
advancement of knowledge, there is no roothffor equivocation.
Estimating the common population variance, specifying a differ
ence that can be regarded as meaningfully large, selecting a power
level that enforces reasonable restraints upon Type NError, and
calculating the sample size required to satisfy e paver
specification should be as routine as the selection of a significance
level. Moreover, like the selection of significance level, these tasks
should precede the collection of a single piece of data.

But what if the investigator can honestly claim that for his
study there is no intuitive, rational, or empirical basis for
stipulating some difference "too good to miss"? The Utopian age
of ratio scaling forecast fdr psychological measures by Wright
(1968) has yet to dawn. As a result, the cautious investigator may
be deterred by the arbitrariness of his scale from attributing,
substantive meaning to specific ,differencei or to variance esti-

. mates. The solution to this problem rests with the concept of
"effect size" 'exploited in Qohen's (1969) magnificent contribu-
tion to the statistical literaWre, a reference work devoted
exclusively to power, complete with tables for sample size
determination for virtually every commonly used test of signific-
ance. All on ed do is specify the relative order of magnitude of
a meaningful ifference, choose the preferred significance and
power le , and read off the tabled sample size. Not only is the
notion of effect size an intuitively pleasing one (e.g. an :
anticipated difference equal to half the pooled samples' standard
deviation for the t-test employed with independent samples); it is
a practical one. Cohen even provides the user with a rational basis
for identifying for each statistic effect sizes that*be described
as small, medium, and large in the light of results typically
associated in the behavioral sciences with weak, moderate, and
potent experimental treatments.

27
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What practical linplicatipns does advance detenninatiop of

sample .size have for the design' and conduct of research? If the
investigator discovers- that the sample required is tog large to be
accommodated by available resources, he has the opportunity
avail himself of a number of reasopable alternatives. If both-ffe

level and the significance level chosen are really crucial, the
study may be abandoned or deferred until a sufficient nurtiber of
*subjects can be mustered. It may be possible, on the other hand,
to effect an acceptable compromise between 'power and signific-
ance by tolerating an increased probability of Type I Error in
order to bringType II Error under sensible control. Or the
investigator may take a calculated risk and proceed with the L,-.
proposed, study, fully aware of the extent. to which his plocedure
is less than optimal:

Suppose, however, that desired levels of power and signific-
ance do not drain * supply of available subjects. Thereis,
obviously, no:scientific virtue in the extravagance of fruitlessly
,large samples, Particularly if smaller groups might permit notable
improvements upon the original iesearch deSign by permitting
inclusion of additional experimental treatments or the investiga-
tion of interesting interactions.

9

, ;Can experimental bely,vioral science really afford the dubious
luxury of continuing to blunder upon, significance, subject to the
fortuitous; coincidental attainment of sufficient statistical power?

,

I.

4 28
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ANNOTATED BIBLIDGRAPHY

Campbell, D. T., and Stanley, J. C. "Experimental and Quasi-
Experimental Designs for Research." In Gage, N. L. (ed).
Handbook of Research on Teaching. ChicagO: Rand McNally
anti Company, 1963.

This already-classic chapter. on the non-mathematical
, aspects of experimental design is also available as a separate

. paperback with a slightly altered title (same publisher, 66).

Chandler, R. "The Statistical Concepts ofC 41ence and
Significance." Psychological Bulletin, 1957 429-30.

. This very :;terief two-page article clarifies the distinction
between significance (a feint associated with the likelihood or
getting a difference between g particular statistic and a para-
meter, in hypothesis testing) and confidence (a term associated
with the likelihood that a particular interval around a statistic
covers the parameter, in' interval estimation). e two to s

are often confused with one another in the literature pertain-
ing to inferential statistics.

Cohen, J. "The Statistical Power of Actmormal - Social Psycho-
logical Research: A Review." Journal of Abnormal and SoCial
Psychology, 1962, 65, 145-153.

This arti le was the first of many efforts by Cohen to point
.

out the neglect, of statistical power in behavioral research. The
first, part of the article is a summary of the basic concepts

. Iinvolved in power analysis,,with examples. The second part-is
devoted to a critiquof 78 articles which appeared in volume
61 (1960) of the Journal of Abnonnal and Social Psychology,
focusing on the question: "What kind of chance did these
investigators have of rejecting false null hypotheses?" o-

Cohen, J. Statistical Power Analysis for the Behavioral Sciences.
New York: Academic Press, 1969.

29'
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A textbook devoted entirely to the "colicept of power,

complete with forinulas and tables for determining either the
sample size requirett...for a given power or the power associated
with a given sample size. All of the commonly-encountered

.significance tests single sample mean, difference between
two sample means (independent or correlated), sample correla-
tion coefficient, etc. are treated. .

Cooley, W. W., and KlopfeE, L. E. Manual for Administering,
Scoring, and Interpreting Scores Test on Understanding
Science, Form W. Princeton, New Jersey: Educational Testing
Service, 1961..

The data provided in this manual (means, standard devia-
tions, etc.) die illustrative of the kinds of information a'
researcher might fie6'd if he were carrying out an experimental
educational investigation for which pefformance on this test

*Were the principal dependent variable.

Hays, W. L. Statistics for Psychologists. New York: Holt,
Rinehart, and Winston, 1963.

The very popular textbook used in many educatiorill and
psychological statistics courses throughout the country. It has
an excellent section on power (pp. 20-280).

Kennedy, J. J. "A Significant Difference Can Still be Significant.'
Educational Researcher, October 1970, 2, 7-9.

One of many reactions to an article by Coats, in a previous
issue of the same journal, objecting to the study of inferential
statistics. Kennedy suggests, among other things; the tailoring
of sample 'size to the conditions of the experiment by
employing statistical power analysis.

Kerlinger, F. N. Foundations of Behavioral Research. New York:
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1964.

0, 7

This popular text in research methods does not treat power
as such but does bringto the researcher's audition some of
4he basic.issues involved in statistical inference.
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Kingston, Charles R. "Applications of Probability Theory in

Criminalisticp.'; Journal of the American Statistical ,Associa-
tion, 1965, 60, 70-80. (a) , o ,

Kingston, Charles R. "Applications of Probability Theory in
Criminalistics IL" Journal of the American Statistical...

.

Association, 1965, 60, 1028 - 1034. (b) 1"'
t.

A pair of articles concerned with models for evaluating
physical evidence for criminal trials. Power is not explicitly
considered, but the probabilistic basis on which it re_sts is
treated in detail. ' --

..,
.. 0

Scheffi T. J. "Decision Rules, Types of Error, and Their ,

Consequences in Medical Diagnosis." Behavioral Science,
1963, 8, 97-107.

As the title indicates, this article explores the relative
consequences of Type I Error ("judging a well person sick")
and Type JI Error ("judging a sick person well") in the field of
medicine. The mit* questions. the usually unwritten
assumption that Type II Errors are more serious in this
context, whereas he supports the notion in the field of law
that it is worse to convict an innocent Person than to let a
guilty one go free.

. Welkowitz, J., Ewen, R. B., and Cohen, J. Introductory Statistics
for the' Behavioral Sciences. New York: Academic Press, 1971.

.
.

This very new textbook is one Of the ,few introdulry
texts which contains more than a page or two on power. In

A Chapter 13 e authors treat both sample size and power
determination or the four most commonly, encountered
significance tests, viz. single sample mean, difference between
two independent sample means, single sample proportion, and
sample correlation coefficient.

Winer, B. J. Statistical Principles in Experimental Design._ New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1962 .,!
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This equally popular (along with Hays) textbook also

contains a 'clear presentation of the basic notions of statistical'
power, with special relevance to single - classification ("one-
way") analysis of variance.

Wright, B. D. "Sample Free Test.Calibration and Person Measure-
?tient." Proceedings of the. 1967 Invitational Conference on
Testing Problems. Princeton, Newlersey: Educational Testing

;Service, 1968.

Akost convincing plea for and descriptionicof a procedure
devised by Rauh fOr freeing psychologicd1 measurement from
the particular instrument emplorcl and, from 'previous inea-,.
sures obtained.

.
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Null '-(H'. u_.-ii sO) and Alternative (19' - U--u-s10) Sampling.Distributions
O' -1 .,, 1' 1 p - '

for Power -.99 (0s,01)

. stgnificance level (a)s.05:

, .
.

. Common populatlbn variance - 7.66

,Sample size 19

0..01 a-.05
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OCCASIONAL PAPERS

1. THE PROBLEM Al) .PROBLEM DE1INEATION TECHNIQUES
William J. Gephart, Delta Kappa. Presented at the Second National
SymposiuM for Professors 6f Educational Research, sponsored by Phi
Delta Kappa, Boulder; Colorado, November 21, 1968. A discussion of
the nature of the concept "problem" as related to educational research
with a discussion of several techniques useful in problem identification
and delineation. $1.00

2. A REVIEW OF INSTRUMENTS DEVELOPED TO BE USED IN THE
'

EVALUATION ge. THE ADEQUACY OF REPORTED RESEARCH
pruce B. BartOWPhi Delta Kappa & Indiana University. Presented at

the Annual Meeting of the American Educational Research Associa-
. don, February 1969, Los'Angeles, California,' A brief description and

bibli4raphic =notation of 40 instruments developed to be used in
assessing the methodological quality of completed research. 5.25

".3. PROFILING EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH William J. Gephart, Phi
. Delta Kappa, January 1969. The rationale for the development of a

Methodology pfofile on completed research to show its strengths and
weaknesses. Included are flow charts for profiling the five facets o? the
research process. S.75

,4. APPLICATION OF THE CONVF,RGENCE TECHNIUE TO READ-
ING William J. Gephart, Phi Delta KappaJappary 179..4n interim
report on a research program planning4 effortqn the field. of -reading.
Free' _

S. THE CONVERGENCE TECHNIQUE AND READING: A PROGRESS
REPORT William J. Gepkart, Phi Delta Kappa. Presented at the
Annual Meeting of the 4nternational Reading Association, May 2,
1969, Kansas Citr, Missouri. A second interim report on the planning
as reading research program. Free

6. THE EIGHT GENERAL RESEARCH METHOD0,14181ES: A FACET
ANALYSIS OF THE RESEARCH PROCESS William J. Gephact,
Phi Delta Kappa, July 14, 1969. The identification and description of
general research methods in education through the use of Gutman's
facet design and analysis technique. It also details the Procedures for
the Gutman technique. This paper was printed in the procedings of the

'Warsaw, Poland Congress of the International Association for the
Advancement of Educational Resealch. Free

7. PROFILING INSTRUCTIONAL PACKAGE William J. Gephart &
Bruce. B. Bartos, Phi Delta Kappa, August, 1969. An instrUction,text
to assist individuals with no prior research training in the use ,,cif
research profiling flow charts to assess,the methodological adequacy of
completed research. $1.00

8. EDUCATIONAL KNOWLEDGE USE Gene V Glass, LaboraiikY of
Educational Research, Unitersity of Colorado. An anlaysis of the
availability and use of ,empirically based information `in education.
$.50

9. MEASUREMENT AND RESEARCH IN THE SERVICE OF EDUCA-
TION' Warren G. Findley, Research and Development Center in
Edtrational Stimulation, University of Georgia. Originally presented as
an invited address at the annual meeting of the American Educational
Research Association, this paper uses an historical perspective to
examine therole of measurement and research in education. 5.75
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10. THE EDUCATIONAL CATALYST: AN IMPERATIVE FOR TODAY

Joe H. Ward, Jr., Reeve Love, George M. Higginson, Southwest
Educational Development Laboratory, AustNTexas, July, '1971: An
analysis of the problems involved in the process of change and
imprOvemint or the practice of education. This paper poses a new

* professional speciality for the facilitation of einpirically based educa-
tional improvements. S1.00-

11. DISSERTATIONS YOU MAY WANT TO SEE William J. Gephart,
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